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QUESTION 1

A company is using vSAN Data At Rest Encryption. vCenter is placed on a separate management cluster with external
storage. The external storage system has suffered from a disk error and the vCenter Server restore from backup has
been 

unsuccessful, due to media errors. 

Considering the scenario, which statement is true? 

A. All encrypted disk groups become unmounted and remain offline until vCenter Server is back online. 

B. The data within the vSAN datastore is lost, if the hosts are powered off. 

C. The VMs on the vSAN datastore need to be migrated to another datastore as quickly as possible to prevent data
loss. 

D. A new vCenter can be deployed using the existing KMS profile and associated with the existing vSAN encrypted
clusters. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two storage policy changes require a full rebuild of all components for an object? (Choose two.) 

A. Increase the number of disk stripes for an object from 2 to 3. 

B. Increase the IOPS limit for an object. 

C. Reduce the Primary Failures to Tolerate from 2 to 1 for an object using a failure tolerance method of RAID-1
(Mirroring.) 

D. Disable object checksum on an object. 

E. Change the failure tolerance method of an object from RAID-1 (Mirroring) to RAID-5 (Erasure Coding). 

Correct Answer: CE 

Reference: https://cormachogan.com/2018/02/21/policy-changes-can-trigger-rebuild-vsan/ 

 

QUESTION 3

A healthy vSAN Stretched Cluster has the existing vSAN Witness Host swapped for a new vSAN Witness Host using
the "Change Witness Host" wizard. If the administrator takes no further action, which two does the vSAN Health Check
report show? (Choose two.) 

A. Performance Service

Correct Answer: CE 
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QUESTION 4

An infrastructure architect is submitting a proposal for a vSAN Cluster. 

These are the customer\\'s requirements: 

Maximize the amount of usable capacity. 

Deduplication and compression will be enabled to help maximize usable capacity. 

Which disk group configuration should the architect include in their design? 

A. One disk group with one flash device for cache and six flash devices for capacity. 

B. Three disk groups with one flash device for cache and two flash devices for capacity per disk group. 

C. Five disk groups with one flash device for cache and one magnetic device for capacity per disk group. 

D. One disk group with one flash device for cache and six magnetic devices for capacity. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which should be verified before enabling deduplication and compression? 

A. Adequate space is available. 

B. Ensure disk groups are balanced. 

C. Autoclaim mode is enabled. 

D. All hosts are in maintenance mode. 

Correct Answer: A 
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